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ABSTRACT

This essay deals with the importance of science to society, both as a part of the process of wealth
creation and as an essential component of our culture in general. The histories of both science
and technology are briefly sketched. The argument is made that science comes from separate
roots in our society from technology, and has developed in parallel with it for most of history.
However, since 1850 science has become an essential part of the technological component of the
wealth generation processes that have marked Western society for the past 500 years. This
essential role is the provision of the knowledge base upon which new technologies can be based,
since many, but not all, technologies depend on a fundamental base of knowledge that is not
obvious to the average intelligent practitioner of that technology. Much of the scientific work
that is done is carried out to enhance the knowledge base needed to solve direct problems and
much of this is carried out by industries and government agencies. However, because the results
of scientific investigations are never predictable, in our present society there is really no
alternative to the funding of the more speculative science by governments. In our society much
of this speculative research is carried out in universities. Nevertheless this speculative science
is important to the wealth creation processes because it forms the basis of brand new unpredicted
technologies.

Science is also a fundamental part of our western culture, and has provided much of the basis
of our view of the world and our place in it. Thus some support from society as a whole is
justifiable on this basis. In many ways this sort of science has attracted public interest and
support precisely because the public is interested in the basic questions of who we are and what
is our place in the universe. The public interest in the scientific answers to these questions is
particularly apparent in popular geographic magazines.
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RÉSUMÉ

Le présent essai traite de l'importance de la science dans notre société, à la fois dans le cadre du
processus de création de la richesse et comme élément essentiel de notre culture en général. П
présente également un bref historique de la science et de la technologie. L'auteur développe la
thèse que la science, dans notre société, a des racines différentes de celles de la technologie, et
qu'elle a connu une évolution parallèle pendant une grande partie de son histoire. Cependant,
depuis 1850, la science est devenue une partie essentielle de la composante technologique du
processus de création de la richesse qui a marqué les sociétés occidentales au cours des
500 dernières années. Son rôle est de fournir le fondement même des connaissances sur
lesquelles peuvent être basées les nouvelles technologies - un rôle crucial étant donné que de
nombreuses technologies reposent sur une base de connaissances fondamentales qui n'est pas
toujours évidente pour les utilisateurs desdites technologies. Une grande partie des travaux
scientifiques à l'heure actuelle visent à enrichir la base de connaissances requise pour résoudre
des problèmes directs et sont menés par l'industrie et des organismes gouvernementaux. Or, les
résultats de la recherche scientifique théorique n'étant jamais prévisibles, il n'existe pas
vraiment, pour les sciences plus spéculatives, de solution de rechange au financement
gouvernemental. Dans notre société, la recherche spéculative est menée en très grande partie
dans les universités. Néanmoins, cette recherche a une grande importance pour le processus de
création de la richesse, parce qu'elle constitue la base de nouvelles technologies non prévisibles.

La science constitue également un élément fondamental de notre culture occidentale. Elle joue
un rôle important dans notre perception du monde et détermine grandement la place que nous y
occupons. Un certain soutien de la société dans son ensemble est donc justifiable dans cette
optique. Ce type de science a, de maintes façons, suscité l'intérêt et l'appui de la population,
précisément parce que tout le monde s'intéresse à des questions fondamentales comme «qui
sommes-nous?» ou «quelle place occupons-nous dans l'univers?». L'intérêt que porte le grand
public à ces questions et son attente de réponses scientifiques se manifestent particulièrement
dans les magazines géographiques à grand tirage.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This essay comes from a request by Dr. Terrance E. Rummery, formerly president of AECL
Research, for a few pages summing up my views on the value of fundamental science to
society, in the light of my retirement at the end of 1994. At first this seemed like a simple
task, considering my 35 years doing chemical research. Those of us who do scientific
research usually have some assumptions about the value of what we do and why it is
important. Thus it only seemed necessary to look at a few key texts to get some orientation
and then to begin writing. I was aware that there was a body of literature on the history and
philosophy of science; however, I was not prepared for the extensive volume of material on
these topics. Furthermore, general reading in these areas quickly led into science policy,
economic history and economics, which involves a very large amount of material Thus I was
forced back to something like the original plan of reading what I hoped was a representative
sample of the relevant literature for background and then putting together some personal
thoughts. However, reading even a modest sampling of the available material did change my
original ideas quite drastically. In any case, the material presented here should be considered
as a personal account.

My original starting point was the obvious utility of science and technology in "wealth
creation", a phrase which, following Rosenberg and Birdzell (1,2), has been taken to include
not only the production of traditional manufactured goods and services, but also medical
services, nutrition, communications, environmental protection, regulation of foods and drugs,
and all other related services. However, the utility of science and technology in this wealth
creation seems not as straightforward as we practising scientists usually assume. In particular,
the close relationship of science to technology is more recent, and at the same time more
complex, than I had previously assumed. Furthermore, just as the development of science has
greatly influenced the nature of modern society, so changes in society have influenced the
nature of science. Scientists are part of society. Public attitudes toward science and scientists
have also changed with time.

To be clear of our definitions, it should be emphasized that by "fundamental" or "basic"
science we mean here work aimed at finding out something about the natural world This
definition does not mean that there is necessarily no concern for the practical applications of
the work. While in some cases the justification for fundamental work may be straight
curiosity, in many other cases there is a real need to learn something more about the
underlying principles of some phenomenon to deal with some practical problem. Frequently a
definition of fundamental or basic work is used that focuses on the absence of a concern for
practical applications. This is too narrow for present purposes.

There are really only two main types of justification for carrying out fundamental science.
These are economic (wealth creation) (1,2) and cultural, using the term "cultural" in its
broadest sense (3), including education. A recent repoi "f the National Advisory Board on
Science and Technology (4) labels these justifications a~ market-driven technology
development" and "development of a knowledge-thirsty society" respectively, although, by the
latter term, they are emphasizing more strongly the need to develop a scientifically literate
population for economic reasons.
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Other factors have been advanced to justify the need for fundamental science, but these can
generally be related to either economic or cultural justifications. For example, some have
considered the contributions to national prestige as a separate justification, although, perhaps,
not a very good one. Problems associated with the American/Soviet competition to be the
first on the moon are a case in point. However, in a broad sense this competition is a cultural
matter, with economic overtones. Also, the provision of expertise for interpreting foreign
research for domestic industry is sometimes considered a separate justification. As the
Japanese have so vividly shown, this function clearly is linked to the role of science as a
wealth creator. One can point to the role of fundamental science as an educational tool for
training those who will carry out applied research. This is a valid role, but the arguments
then become somewhat circular, as there is really no reason why basic science should be used
in this way, except that it has become the way that such education is done in our society.
Other societies, and in particular the Japanese, have chosen not to order their affairs in quite
the same way. One further argument, often used by scientists themselves, is that they enjoy
doing science and do it because of the challenges involved. This is may be so, but as an
argument for support if smacks so much of special pleading that it is counter-productive in
any open discussion.

Thus I will address only the two main justifications for carrying out fundamental science on a
national basis, one that fundamental science is a basic component of the wealth creation
processes of modern society and the other that science is so deeply imbedded in our concepts
of what society is about, and thus in shaping who we are and what we are, that it is a
fundamental activity to be carried out for the benefit of society as a whole. On this basis
alone it also deserves to be a fundamental part of the education of every citizen, especially
those who will make their living in non-technical ways but may still have to make decisions
which involve some technical and scientific content

2. ROLE OF SCIENCE IN WEALTH CREATION

2.1 BACKGROUND

Most of humanity has lived under conditions where the economic systems have only been
able to provide a good standard of living for a relatively small elite. The rest of the
population lived their lives in squalor and misery. This was true for most of the world's
population until about 1850, and is still true for much of it today. This human misery has
been quite general, irrespective of place or time. It has been a characteristic of all the major
civilizations of the world, Western or not. In fact, at the end of the medieval period,
civilizations in China and India provided their general populations with a somewhat higher
living standard than did Western Europe (1,2,5,6).

At times, we tend to forget the reality of extensive poverty in the past by virtue of the art,
music, poetry and literature produced for the few members of those societies who lived well.
Thus there is a popular myth of an Arcadian paradise prevailing before industrialization A
typical scenario (1), is of a benevolent country gentleman whose large happy family lives on
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the wholesome produce of his estate. He employs a large number of contented servants and
has happy, prosperous tenants. The scene is that of a pristine pastoral paradise. The reality
was actually very much different for most, including the tenants, servants and even the wife
of this mythical gentleman. In the use of material things, the average Englishman of 1750
was closer to an ancient Roman than to his modern English counterpart.

It seems also to be natural for most of us, when we read the history of past centuries and
enjoy the art and literature of past centuries, to identify with the classes for which this fine art
and literature was produced, even though they probably constituted less than one percent of
the population. Unfortunately, sober consideration would suggest that most of us should
really identify with the masses who worked the fields and produced the artifacts, all for a
bare subsistence.

As Western Europe recovered from the dark ages, there was initially a period of some
economic growth from the 11th to the 15th centuries (1,2). The reason for this growth was
the increased trade stimulated by the rise of semi-independent towns and city states.
However, much of it could be accommodated by the placing of more land into productive
agricultural use. Once most of the productive land in Europe had been put to use, as it was
by the 15th century, growth might have stopped. In actual fact, starting from about 1500,
there has been a steady increase in growth in the West. This increase in wealth creation
intensified about 1800, and since that time growth has averaged something like three percent
a year, bearing in mind the difficulty of measuring economic growth over a long period where
living styles and currency change so much. Poverty has certainly not been eliminated in the
West, but at least it has been reduced to being the condition of a minority of the population,
rather than being the fate of all except a small elite. Economic historians have referred to
this period of growth as "the Western miracle" (1,2). They also note that, although great
continuous gains were made from about 1850 until 1975, the growth process seems to have
stagnated somewhat in the past 20 years (2) and furthermore that the growth process does not
seem to have always been easily transferable to other societies, despite significant efforts to
do so since World War II.

It has been noted that describing this growth as "economic growth" does not really convey its
full impact. From the mid-18th century until now, real per capita income has increased
ten-fold. Infant mortality has been greatly reduced and average lifespans have doubled.
Famine is no longer considered a danger in the West and the plagues and epidemics that used
to threaten the very existence of our society have been eliminated. At the beginning of this
period, food production required the efforts of almost 90% of the population, whereas now
less than five percent of the population are needed. Urbanization has become a major force
in society. This, along with the rising incomes, has enabled the production of a large range
of goods and services, and has led to other changes in personal, family and community
relationships. Thus this "economic growth" has resulted in major qualitative changes in the
way we live, think and organize our societies.

The question that must be addressed next is what happened to cause this growth. There are
many factors involved and most of them are not technological, but are social and political.
Major factors include the lessening of the control of monarchs and religious leaders over
economic life, and especially over manufacturing and trade, since 1500. A related factor is
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the nature of the dominant religion of the West, Christianity, which inherited from its main
source, Judaism, less reliance on magic than most other religious systems. The
Judaic/Christian religious system, with its stress on a consistent dependable creator god, leads
to an increased acceptance of rational thought. It also allowed for what Landes (5) has called
a Faustian sense of mastery over nature and things. Most ancient peoples always had a fear
of going too far in their attempts to tame nature, since they would thereby tempt retaliation
from the gods. This forms the theme of the ancient myths of Prometheus, Daedalus and the
Tower of Babel. Those who are too bold will be punished for their audacity. Such thought
is alien to mainstream Judaism and Christianity.

Other specific factors favourable for the growth of wealth in the West included the
development of banking systems, the insurance industry, including separate insurance for
maritime and commercial risks, the substitution of regular taxation for spasmodic confiscation
by the king, the development of corporations, which allowed for economic association without
kinship, and even the development of double-entry bookkeeping, which helped the acceptance
of corporations as identifiable separate entities (1,2,5).

Many people, of course, see imperialism as a major cause of economic growth in the West.
Its importance is not easy to measure and the obligations of the rich nations of the world to
the poorer ones is currently one of the most sensitive issues in international relations.
However, Rosenberg (1) has noted that some of the most successful countries such as the
United States became prosperous well before they adopted imperialistic policies. Others, like
Switzerland, never did practice it. On the other hand, the quintessential early imperialist
powers, Portugal and Spain, declined rapidly in the 18th century, probably because they failed
to use the wealth that they seized in an appropriate way (5).

Another factor frequently cited as responsible for economic growth is the availability of
natural resources. However, natural resources do not really become important until a society
is able to use them effectively. Japan and Hong Kong have been successful with a minimum
of indigenous natural resources.

All these non-technological factors have been important for economic development.
However, despite their acknowledged importance, it cannot be seriously denied that
technological improvement has been one of the major factors in the development of the
West. The history of technological development and why it occurred in the West is an
important topic of research for historians. However the usual approaches seem to focus on
specific developments at specific times. Studies of the conditions for really long-term growth
have not attracted as much academic interest as an outsider might imagine. This is probably
because economics itself still lacks a good theory for long-term growth, one which puts
technological innovation in its proper place (1,6,7). Most economic theory assumes a static
set of boundaries, under which economic equilibrium is approached. Thus only a broad
picture of the development of Western technology is apparent. A very important point is that,
contrary to the common beliefs of many scientists, links between science and technology were
very weak until the middle of the 19th century. These two activities developed from different
roots in Western society, and remained separate for a long time. Science in the West
developed as part of scholarship in general, and thus has its roots in monastic institutions,
whereas technology developed primarily out of the experience of practising artisans.
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2.2 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

2.2.1 Early Development of Technology

From 1500 to about 1750, after the collapse of medieval military feudalism, Western Europe
developed a merchant class and the monarchs and ecclesiastics were forced to give this class
enough freedom to deal with the commercial opportunities which arose. Networks of
markets, relationships and institutions were developed. There were also considerable
improvements in methods for agriculture and in the production of artifacts. By 1750 a full
economic system had emerged as a successor to feudalism and by this time the improved
methods in agriculture had also created a body of landless farm labourers who needed
alternative employment.

Between 1750 and 1880 there were many innovations and improvements in production,
transportation and communication as industrialization was established. The factory system
developed and the economic institutions arose to cope with this entirely different mode of
production. Nevertheless, this era was still largely one where technological advances were
made by artisans and engineers, interacting with entrepreneurial business people.
Shipbuilding, construction, mining, smelting, weaving and other major industrial arts were
carried out using techniques based on rules of thumb, incremental extension of experience and
tradition.

Prior to the 19th century there were only a few examples of developments where science and
technology really interacted strongly. Most of these involved astronomy and its role in
determining the calendar and in navigation. Early in the 15th century the first example of
something like the modern National Laboratory appeared in Portugal. Prince Henry the
Navigator assembled a number of experts on astronomy, horology and navigation in one
place. He provided them with a library and the mission of developing improved navigation
methods. Improved navigation technology was critical for the voyages of exploration in
which Portugal and its competitors, Spain, France and England, were then engaged and most
of the famous navigators of that era got at least some training at Prince Henry's school.
Although this school did not survive beyond the 16th century, something similar, on a smaller
scale, was put in place in England during the early 17th century when the Greenwich
Observatory was formed and this institution has continued to operate right up to modern times
(8).

However, in most areas of technology the science behind the technology was very poorly
known or, as with chemistry, was so mistaken as to be a hindrance to any practical
technologist who might have been tempted to become involved with it. Most technical
development continued to be by the incremental improvement of established processes. This
remained the normal situation at least until well into the 18th century. Even at this late date,
the role of science seems to have been minimal. In the great technological achievement of
18th century Britain, the development of steam power, historians of science cannot really
agree on the role played by the science of thermodynamics which developed simultaneously
with the development of this steam power. Many insist that the emerging science of
thermodynamics merely explained what had previously been invented and that the critical
developments such as James Watt's external condenser did not really depend on
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thermodynamics at all (9). Others, such as Bernal (10), insist that the scientific discoveries
did indeed play a critical role in the development of this power source.

As an aside, there is good evidence that British steam locomotive design remained largely
empirical until well into this century, beyond the taking into account of a few simple concepts
such as the value of superheating and the maximizing of heating surface area. This was
probably related to the strong autocratic roles played by many of the Chief Mechanical
Engineers of the small independent British railways (11,12). This style of operation was not
atypical of many industries of the period.

In any case, it seems that most of the achievements of the early industrial revolution were
achievements of engineers. Science played a very limited, or at most a supporting, role.
True, if some of the science were known, it could suggest ways to improve a given
technology, but the technology itself had almost certainly arisen out of empirical practice.

2.2.2 Early Development of Science

Although the actual practical uses of science during the 17th century were small and limited
to a few technical areas, the possibilities for its wider utility were clearly recognized early in
that century by Francis Bacon (13) and others. Science itself developed slowly but steadily
throughout the 17th century and later in that century many of the institutions of modern
science, including scientific societies and journals, had their beginnings. However, the actual
doing of science remained largely an avocation throughout most of the 17th, 18th and early
19th centuries. Even Sir Isaac Newton could not be supported by his scientific work alone,
but required a position as Warden of the Mint to provide himself with a living. By the 18th
century much science was sponsored by aristocrats and philanthropic industrialists who
wished to expand their scientific interest beyond what they could accomplish with their own
hands and who also felt that science could have potential economic uses. Such wealthy
people began to endow foundations where scientific work could go on a more permanent
basis. Nevertheless, the driving force for the support of scientific interests still remained as
the personal interest of a few unique individuals who had the resources and the inclination to
dabble in it.

2.2.3 Later Developments of Science and Technology

It was not really until well into the second half of the 19th century that technologies began to
evolve which were clearly not just extensions of what had gone before and which could not
have been apparent to the intelligent practitioner of previous art. These were technologies
where the basics of the science would have to be known before the technology could even be
suggested. The development of the chemical and electrical industries falls into this category.
It was also at this time that large industries, particularly electrical firms such as General
Electric, began to establish research laboratories where groups of scientists would be supplied
with libraries, workshops and technical assistance and where they would be expected to
produce increased scientific knowledge which could be used by the firm. Thus science began
to become firmly linked to technology as an integral part of the mechanism for economic
growth. Late in the 19th century, this became one of the dominant ways in which science
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was carried out. University-based science had not developed to anything like its present
form; that came largely after World War II.

By the second half of the 19th century, science also began to develop many of its modern
characteristics. In fact, it was at this time that the word "scientist" first began to be used.
The late 19th century marked the first time that any appreciable number of these "scientists"
(the Michael Faradays of this world excepted) could actually make a living from their
scientific activities. By this time scientific specialties had developed. Western science had
become an institution with the general goal of explaining natural phenomena. It became
divided into specialized areas, and practitioners in one area began to have trouble
communicating with those in another area. A peer review system for evaluating new work
and settling conflicts had come to be recognized and formal centres for teaching and research,
along with suitable rewards, became available. Also at this time science became a subject for
teaching within the universities, first in Germany, then in France and the United States and
eventually in Britain. The whole scientific structure was held together by a single standard,
not always adhered to, for truth based on observation, experiment, repeatability and reason.
Thus scientists could hope to use results from other laboratories and disciplines with some
degree of confidence and technologists and manufacturers could hope to apply the results
directly to their areas of interest. However, even late in the 19th century the total number of
scientists was still small by modern standards. Kevles (9) has estimated that in 1870 there
were only 75 professional physicists in the whole of the United States, and the number in
Canada was proportionate (14).

During the early 20th century, science continued to develop an increasingly close relationship
to technology. The chemical industry arose directly from the results of scientific research.
The knowledge that was necessary for its operation was not really apparent to the intelligent
practitioner of any existing trades. Much early empirical knowledge of dyes and explosives
was available, but it was not possible for the chemical industry to really develop rapidly until
a reasonable scientific knowledge base had first been put in place.

Following World War I, some acceleration in the amount of science being done occurred, but
this amount was still fairly modest by present standards. Even that was set back in the
depression of the 1930's. World War I had emphasized chemical innovations, through the
development of new explosives and poison gases. Thus chemical research became
increasingly popular following this war. Moreover, by this time the sciences began to be
taken much more seriously within the universities, particularly British universities, who had
tended to resist them as long as possible. Much of the scientific effort in the West, especially
in the United States, was located in private industry during this period. Before World War II,
industry in the United States spent four dollars on scientific research, some of it in fairly
fundamental areas, for every dollar spent by the government (15,16). Thus the performance
of scientific research in the United States was, to a large extent, an industrial activity in that
era.

During World War II much use was made of scientific knowledge, with many developments
in chemistry and physics going directly from scientific principles to war-related industries as
quickly as possible. Examples include synthetic rubber, synthetic fuels, radar, operations
research, electronics and, of course, nuclear weapons. On balance, it is probably fair to say
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that topics in physics predominated during World War II, compared to World War I, where
chemistry seemed most important.

Following World War II there was a period of exceptional economic growth, especially in
North America. It was at this time that large scientific establishments were built up in
government and in the universities. In industry, large laboratories continued to be supported
and expanded. As they had since early in the century, these laboratories had the role of
providing an integrated research function for the firm, linking fundamental and applied
research under one roof. The laboratory of Dupont has recently been recalled as being
something approximating a "modern industrial chemical university" (17). There was a general
feeling, exemplified in the writings of Vannevar Bush, that science itself, and basic science in
particular, could lead to the solution of most of the world's problems, and especially to the
solution of problems related to defence (18). This led, right after World War II, to a great
increase in the university-based science done in the United States. This research was funded
largely by the federal government of that country, particularly by agencies related to defence
activities. Thus, in the United States, government quickly became the dominant provider of
funds for scientific research, especially of the more fundamental variety, rapidly overtaking
the industrial laboratories.

The strong links between science and the military that had developed during World War II
became even stronger, particularly in the United States and the Soviet Union, but also in the
rest of the Western world. It seems that the images surrounding the way in which nuclear
weapons were developed had increased the public impression that all such advances were
scientific, rather than technological. The optimism surrounding scientific matters was
matched by a general optimism in society at large, as the Western world began to rebuild
itself following World War II. In the late 1940's and early 1950's everything seemed to be
possible and the future was felt to hold limitless possibilities.

The rate of growth in science which prevailed in the 1950's could not possibly have been
sustained for long, and some consolidation, beginning in the 1960's, was inevitable. However,
this consolidation process accelerated as people began to realize that science could not really
solve all the world's problems. Indeed, in the eyes of some, science was itself responsible for
many of them, particularly the weapons development that had by that time greatly
exacerbated Cold War apprehensions (19-21). Similar attitudes began to creep into other
areas of human endeavour as well. By this time many scientifically based industries,
particularly in electronics and information processing, had developed and science had become
a distinct, recognizable and necessary part of the technological apparatus for wealth
generation, even if was also well recognized that it was not the only factor involved and that
the application of its results did not always have completely beneficial effects.

2.3 PRESENT NEED FOR SCIENCE IN INNOVATION

The historical background sketched above makes it fairly clear that scientific research has
been a fundamental part of the process for technological change for the last 150 years, and
that this technological change is an essential part of the wealth creation process which has
been going on in the West for the past 500 years. The wealth creation processes have
accelerated in this century, but they are still very far from sufficient and, indeed, have slowed
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down in the last 20 years. Even in Canada, let alone in the Third World, poverty has not
been eliminated, and, globally the need is for more, rather than less, wealth to be produced.

Some authors point to a more equitable distribution of wealth as the model for the future.
Some more equitable distribution of wealth would certainly be welcome, both on a
country-to-country basis and within countries. Some of the world's poorest third world
nations seem to produce some of its wealthiest, most extravagant, elites, and within the more
affluent Western nations, including our own, the numbers of the disenfranchised poor seems
to have been growing in the past two decades. However, when the numbers are examined, an
equal distribution of wealth world-wide would still leave humanity mired in poverty. The
average annual income would be in the range of $2600 to $2800 (22), which seems far from
sufficient for an acceptable lifestyle. Of course, technology cannot provide all the answers to
the problems of society and trying to increase drastically the wealth available to all the
world's population raises difficult questions of population control and the availability of
necessary resources. Some feel that these considerations will be limiting. On the other hand,
resource needs can often be greatly lowered by appropriate technology. A few kilograms of
high purity glass can now carry more messages than the tons of copper that would have
previously been needed. Similarly, when the technological and environmental limitations of
(real) horsepower reached their limits late in the 19th century, automobiles took their place.
It now seems that the technical and environmental limits are being reached for automobile
technology, but the optimists predict that some improved technology will then take its place.

Of course, to solve the problems of world poverty more than new technology will be needed.
New social and political structures need to be in place as well. Perhaps "structures" is not the
right word. Some authors have concluded that our society itself suffers mainly from the
rigidity of many of its structures (19). However dwelling on these larger matters is not
appropriate here.

If new technologies are to be created, the role of scientific research in the development of
these technologies is to provide the knowledge base needed for this technological growth.
Scientific research thus becomes an inseparable part of the process for technological growth.
Much of the most modern technological development cannot proceed for long on the basis of
the current scientific knowledge base. In fact, there is good evidence that the time span
between an appropriate scientific discovery and the application of the resulting technology is
becoming smaller and smaller. Thus, if attempts are made to develop technologically without
expanding the scientific base at the same time, the inevitable result will be stagnation. Such
stagnation will not occur immediately, but it is certain to take place on a timescale of decades
rather than of centuries. Japan, one of the most technologically innovative nations, and one
which has developed technology transfer to a high art, has become increasingly concerned
that its indigenous scientific base is not large enough to support its future technological
growth. Thus, even in the face of serious economic difficulties, Japan has started to commit
more resources towards fundamental scientific research.

It is noteworthy that the Japanese have not opted to do their scientific research using the same
institutions employed in the West. In the West, the universities traditionally have had two
functions. One function is to do teaching at a level above that needed for simple functioning
of an individual in our society. The other function is promoting scholarship, including
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scientific and engineering research. Western science has its roots in such scholarly traditions
which, as we have noted, developed quite separately from technology until late in the 19th
century. At present, universities have the primary responsibility for carrying out most of the
fundamental research done in the West. Linkages do exist between universities, government
laboratories and industry to help transfer knowledge and techniques to the economic sector.
These linkages are important to engineering, agricultural and medical faculties but are
sometimes considered secondary by science faculties.

The Japanese, on the other hand, started their industrial development by importing technology.
By the 1970's they were forced to do applied research to improve those technologies. Finally,
in the mid 1980's, they found it necessary to begin to strengthen their basic science and
engineering. However, they deliberately decided not to do the majority of their fundamental
research in universities, but to do it in separate laboratories where the work can be more
effectively linked to applied research work.
Generally the consensus seems to be that something like five to ten percent of the world's
research efforts should be devoted to relatively unfocussed basic research (23). Of this
unfocussed research, much will still be done in areas very close to the current technological
frontiers. Only a minority of it will be devoted to totally curiosity-driven research, with
absolutely no thought to future applications. Almost all the research in this last category will
be done in the universities, at least in the West. Here it also has the benefit of training future
scientific researchers.

Although the traditional university functions in our society are to teach and to promote
scholarship, including scientific and engineering research, a considerable fraction of the
research currently done in universities is also done with applications in mind, although the
means for exploiting the research may not be totally clear. The linkages between universities,
government laboratories and industry mentioned above do need to be strengthened, although
there is probably in Canada something of a tendency to place on universities and government
laboratories the responsibility for carrying out applied research that would ordinarily be done
in industry in other Western countries. Linkages between industry and universities will be
most effective for long-term applied research, or "pre-competitive applied research".
Universities are beginning to form offices for technological development, which attempt to
create bridges between academic researchers and industry and thus to increase the relevance
of much academic research.

2.4 SUPPORT FOR FUNDAMENTAL SCIENCE

It must be admitted that the direct benefits of fundamental science are diffuse and difficult to
define. Although such research may be acknowledged as an essential part of the wealth
creation effort world-wide, the specific benefits of any particular piece of work can never be
known in advance. In fact, direct benefits from any specific work may never materialize in
any concrete way. Alternatively the results of the work may become intermediate steps on
the way to something else entirely. They may become very important in some technology for
which their use was never imagined by those who actually did the work. Thus, if
fundamental science is to be done, and for the good of the whole wealth-creation enterprise it
is essential that it be done by someone, the problem remains of how much should it be
funded and by whom.
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If speculative fundamental science is to be carried out within Western society, this work must
be funded by one of four possible sources: industry, non-profit foundations, national
governments and international agencies. In the language of economists, such research has
many of the characteristics of a "public good", similar to roads and streets (24). In our
society it is difficult to sell roads and highways directly to members of the public, while it is
common practice to sell them motor cars. However, just as it is essential to provide roads
and streets if the cars are to be of any real use, so in a rather different way, it is necessary to
support fundamental research so that science-based technologies can continue to develop.

Although there have been extensive cutbacks in the large industrial laboratories in recent
years, the large diversified corporations still do a considerable amount of fundamental
research, although nothing like the fraction of the whole scientific effort that they carried
before World War II, even in the United States. As noted above, before 1940 industry in the
United States spent four dollars on scientific research for every dollar spent by the
government (15,16). Nowadays, especially in countries like Canada, industrial firms normally
carry out scientific research in areas quite close to the frontiers of current knowledge, where
some specific scientific knowledge is needed for one of their applied programs. Most
fundamental work is done in universities, with a decreasing fraction being done in
government laboratories. Any large industrial laboratory that can now devote as much as
three percent of its resources to fundamental research is doing well. Thus, while the
contribution of industry to the research enterprise may be considerable, these industries are
clearly incapable of providing any substantial portion of the fundamental research needed by
society at large.

Even when industries try hard to target specific objectives for their fundamental research,
there can be unexpected twists when the ultimate value of some specific work becomes
apparent, years or even decades after it is complete. For instance, within AECL, a program
was put in place in the 1950's to measure and understand the ranges of energetic fission
products in irradiated fuels. The work fulfilled its intended purposes, but it also led to some
basic discoveries about the nature of what happened when energetic ions travel through solids.
Eventually, the work became of extreme interest to the semiconductor industry, since it had a
great deal to say about how to achieve uniform implantation of doping material at known
depths in semiconducting material. Staff members from firms in that industry came on
attachment to Chalk River and their interests and the natural enthusiasms of the whole
technical community working in that area affected the directions of the program.

Similarly, some very applied work done at Bell Laboratories, even more years ago, on the
design of some sensitive radio receivers showed background noise which could not be
eliminated, despite considerable efforts on the part of the researchers to do so. Eventually
these researchers were forced to conclude that not only was the noise real, but that its source
was extraterrestrial. This realization was explored, and eventually the work led to a Nobel
prize for the discovery of radioastronomy. Thus a very fundamental scientific advance came
out of work begun for an entirely different purpose, and an extremely applied one at that (7).
Fortunately Bell Laboratories was sufficiently enlightened to allow some innovative work to
continue in an area somewhat removed from their strict mandate. On the other hand, it has
also been noted that lawyers at these same Bell Laboratories were unwilling to apply for
patents on lasers when these were first invented in their laboratories, believing that lasers had
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no possible relevance to the telephone industry, at least as it was then understood. Today, of
course, lasers, along with fibre optics, have revolutionized that very industry (7).

Non-profit foundations such as the Welch Foundation may be less restrictive about the
research that they can support; however, their total resources are too small to meet the needs
for all the research needed by society as a whole. They do seem relatively more important in
the United States than in other countries, including Canada, where government laboratories
have tended to predominate. In a similar way, international agencies only support small
amounts of research, and the convoluted internal politics of these agencies limit severely what
they can accomplish.

This really leaves no alternative than that most of the fundamental science needed to support
the technological component of economic growth be supported by national governments and
their agencies as a national good. There are still problems where such funding is considered
and these must be recognized. Given that fundamental research is needed for the
wealth-creation processes as a whole, the correlations between the amount of basic research
done and the performance of any specific national economy, even one as large as that of the
United States, are mixed, at best. A recent report from the National Academy of Sciences,
Committee on Science, Engineering and Public Policy in the United States (25) expresses the
situation as follows:

"In the past this support has rested largely on the assumption that science and
technology would contribute to national objectives by helping to ensure security and by
generating new products, services and economic growth. Today these assumptions are
being questioned. Primacy in science has not prevented loss of international market
share. Continued biomedical advances have failed to produce uniformly affordable
health care. Environmental threats exist in spite of our greater ecological knowledge
and analytical skills".

Similarly, although Canadians do only two percent of the world's research and development,
they produce over four percent of its scientific papers (26,27), in both the basic and applied
categories. The ratio of these publication-related rates to total research effort does suggest
that our research contributions at the national level may have been biased in favour of
publishable research. Thus, possibly, we are deficient in the short range applied research that
is more product-oriented.

On the other hand, the economic analyses of Edwin Mansfield on the situation in the United
States have indicated an overall return on investment of 28 percent for academic science, as
contrasted with considerably less for such directed projects as the space program (28).
Mansfield's work, although considered unorthodox in some ways, has been considered
important enough to be reviewed by the Congressional Budget Office. This Office agreed
with the general conclusions of Mansfield and concludes (29) that:

"Since World War II, U.S. science policy has been guided by Vannevar Bush's vision
that, if funded and left to set their own agenda, scientists would amply reward the
nation for its investment (18). Mansfield has shown that, on average, academic
scientists have indeed kept their part of the bargain. The return from academic
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research, despite measurement problems, is sufficiently high to justify overall federal
investments in this area"

The fact remains that fundamental science is a necessary component of modern technological
advances and that these technological advances are one of the pillars on which wealth
creation has been based for over five hundred years. Barring the establishment of
well-funded international organizations or private endowments, there is really no alternative to
the provision of funding on a national basis. It has been suggested that such research should
constitute some five to ten percent of all the research done by any nation.

In most developed countries, with the exception of Japan, the majority of the support for
fundamental science is provided by national governments within the context of university
support. It is also provided by government agencies which support specific enterprises such
as agriculture or nuclear power in government-run laboratories. This is necessary if the
industry is important nationally, but is structured in such a way that no one firm, a family
farm for example, can support significant research, or where the costs of the research are
large enough that no single firm could justify them, as with nuclear power. Conventional
industries can really only justify funding that type of science which directly underlies their
specific interests.

The remaining question then becomes how to ensure the efficient use of such resources
committed by national governments. In a broad way, efficient use can be aided by
establishing appropriate policies for deciding which general areas of science need to be
supported and what the support should be relative to that for other areas of science and
technology. This will be considered in the next section. However at the more detailed level,
deciding what work to do and how to evaluate it, is difficult to do by any rational planning
process. The peer review system inherent to science is presently used to do this with
reasonable success, and it assures to some extent that funds flow to those who have shown
themselves capable of using it well. The internal ideals of the scientific community assure
vigorous review and analysis of specific alternatives. These procedures only work well within
various disciplines, and a well thought-out general guidelines (science policy) are still needed
to define the general allocation of resources.

In summary, we have noted that carrying out fundamental scientific research is an essential
part of the wealth creation process. For the last century and a half it has been an integral part
of technological development, which, in turn, has been one of the key factors for wealth
creation in Western society over the past five centuries. However the fundamental problem
remains that the specific benefits of any individual piece of work are so diffuse that it is often
hard to attribute them even to a specific national economy. International agencies, at least in
their present state of development, are too prone to be hostages to various national interests to
be efficient funders of research, although some efforts in this direction are apparent in those
areas of science requiring large facilities. Industries seem unable to play the large role that
they played in fundamental science in the United States late in the 19th century and for the
first six decades of this one. Thus, for most scientific research there is really no alternative to
national government funding.
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Funding by governments implies that decisions about the amount and nature of the funding
provided will have to be made by processes similar to those normally used by governments
for allocating resources. Nowadays, this means that a good "science policy" will have to be
developed. Science policy decisions of governments generally make some attempt to direct
the science into areas of "national interest". However, within those areas, specific projects
have to be funded as the scientific community decides appropriate, as noted above. These
matters will be discussed in more detail in the section devoted to "RECENT DIRECTIONS
AND DANGERS".

3. VALUE OF SCIENCE IN WESTERN CULTURE

Three hundred years ago the average person would have regarded science as the avocation of
a few aristocratic dilettantes. One hundred years ago he or she would generally have
regarded it as being in the vanguard of progress and the helpmate of engineering. The value
of engineering progress was not questioned in that confident age. It is still generally accepted
that applied science is one of the pillars of technological development, as discussed above,
and most people see the value of science in its material benefits.

However, although science today is regarded with some awe as being in the vanguard of
progress, the value of that progress itself is less readily accepted in some quarters. Many
writers quickly point out the problems associated with technological progress, such as
pollution, over-population and the development of more and more powerful weapons (19-21).

More fundamentally, today many people complain not only about practical misuse of science,
but also about its influence on the culture as a whole. They feel that science leads to a sterile
view of the universe as an impersonal machine and that it emphasizes the mechanical side of
our experience and detracts from those things that truly matter (19). They further argue that
by undermining religious thought, science has destroyed any sense of purpose in Western
society (30). These attitudes are not new. Despite what was noted above about the general
optimism of our Victorian ancestors, pessimistic attitudes arose as a minority view after the
advances made by Newton. They were clearly articulated throughout the 18th and 19th
centuries in the works of Blake, Wordsworth and Goethe. Such criticisms have returned with
even more vigour following the advances of science and technology made in this century.
Their effect during the past 30 years has been to make the public less supportive of science
and to put science itself on the defensive. However, as we shall see, science has a critical
role to play in the shaping of the thought of our society generally (3).

Before the 16th century, the world view of the Western world came almost exclusively from
religion. Now science also plays a role in forming that view. Previously, ultimate questions
were framed, following Aristotle, in terms of why phenomena happened or why objects
existed. Since the days of Newton, we have tended to frame our fundamental questions in
terms of how various phenomena happen. The major cultural role of science is to answer
such questions and to point out what actually exists in the universe, as distinct from what
could be imagined to exist.
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This brings us to a really major cultural function for science, the checking of various ideas
which circulate in the wider society with some standard for objective reality. There are many
important historical examples of where things got out of hand because ideas lost touch with
reality and were no longer compared to observable facts. Some typical examples from
Western history include the ideas behind the witch hunts of the 17th century and, in our own
times, the racial ideas of the Nazis. To know "what is" is an essential, although certainly not
the only, ingredient for the solution of our social and moral problems. Modern science now
provides us with much more knowledge about ourselves and the natural world around us than
any previous society has been privileged to have. Therefore science itself should be valued as
a part of our culture and not only as an agent of material progress (3). Some of the ideas of
science which have had the most influence on our culture, such as evolution or theories of
cosmology, are not necessarily those ideas that are most important for wealth creation.
Science has a way of leading us to new ways of thinking, quite apart from its practical uses.

The findings of science have shown that the real universe is much more complex and
interesting than we could have imagined. The universe itself is a much bigger place than has
been remotely imagined by our ancestors. On the other hand, the smallest building blocks of
matter, the latest sub-atomic particles, have proved much more tiny, short lived and elusive
than could have been predicted, and possessed with astonishing properties.

Science is now one of the main sources for new ideas in our culture as a whole. Ideas arising
from the evolutionary perspective, from cosmology and from new ideas of space and time
have made greater changes in our world-view than ever before. Most current systems of
ideas about the meaning and purpose of life (philosophies and religions) were formed when
the idea was prevalent that life on earth was unique and that the earth and its inhabitants were
central to the scheme of things. Our new picture of the universe makes its size and age so
great that it is more difficult to imagine that humankind is really the measure of all things,
comforting as this idea may have been. This realization has made great changes in our views
on fundamental subjects such as the significance of human life, the extent to which our future
as a species lies in our hands, the nature of a personal God and the likelihood of divine
intervention. While the way in which the results of science have affected our most basic
views may seem somewhat overstated, there is empirical evidence that this is indeed the case.
Many areas of science such as astronomy, cosmology and particle physics have evoked a
great deal of popular appeal, curiosity and awe, as any examination of the popular geographic
magazines will attest. This is precisely because these areas of science are involved directly
with questions relating to the understanding of the place of humankind in the universe. Thus,
although they probably (but not necessarily) have the least bearing on the role of science as a
wealth producer, work in these areas remains of constant interest to the public and is valued
and supported by the same public, within reasonable limits.

It is generally thought that science tells us what we can do, but that it has nothing to say
about what we ought to do. There are a number of historical reasons why this view is
popular. In the first place, it was implicit in the philosophy of Descartes, with its firm
distinction between things of the mind and things of the body. It was also adopted by
scientists early in the 17th century as an expedient to accommodate the Church and to reduce
the personal dangers inherent in publicizing scientific discoveries that seemed to conflict with
Church dogmas (8). In the 19th century, the same arguments were used to reduce the
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conflicts between science and religion after the publication of the theory of evolution had
caused problems. However, in our times the idea that we can separate these two issues may
not be as useful as it once was (3). Looking at some of the ethical issues of the modern age,
particularly those associated with reproduction and with care of the elderly, it seems
impossible to separate the issues of what ought to be done from what it is scientifically
possible to do. Decision makers, who are not usually scientists or technologists, need to have
a clear idea of what can actually be done before they can come to grips with what ought to
be done. Moreover, a clear idea of what actually exists in the universe can help reduce the
role of prejudice and superstition, not only in decision making, but in society at large.

Science is often thought of as being purely mechanical, but much of modern science is not
mechanical at all (31,32). The idea that science is mechanical arises from models of the
universe based on Newtonian mechanics, along with the ideas of Descartes and Laplace. In
these models, time is reversible, and, in principle at least, if all the mechanical laws and all
the initial conditions of all the particles making up the universe were known, then both the
past and future would be predictable. This model greatly affected Western thinking during
the 18th and early 19th centuries and is still a strong influence on current thought. However,
by the 19th century the implications of thermodynamics, with its ideas of entropy and the
inexorable running down of closed systems, along with the realization of the role that
irreversible phenomena play in chemistry, had begun to alter this mechanical vision of the
universe. The development of quantum mechanics early in this century, along with the more
recent studies of various chaotic phenomena, have now completely altered our thinking in
these areas. We are rediscovering the primacy of time and change at all levels, from
elementary particles to macroscopic phenomena and on to cosmological models. Most of this
newer thought which has arisen in our century offers the chance of establishing much better
links with religion and art, since some of the spontaneous activity and irreversibility that we
experience in the real world is now being mirrored in our science as well (31,32). Modern
science has clearly shown that the structure of the physical world cannot be explained on
common sense principles when these principles are applied either to the very smallest objects
or to the very largest. Thus science will not remove all mysteries from the world. In fact, it
seems to clear up the minor mysteries and shows where the real mysteries are. Creation has
been pushed back 20 billion years or more, but the ultimate mystery has not been removed.
Similarly, the basic nature of matter seems more mysterious at the end of the 20th century
than it has ever been.

For the past four centuries continuous advances have sustained our belief in progress. That
belief has now been shaken by a recognition that the power which knowledge brings can be
used for good and evil and by our failure to always use this new power for our own good.
As Bacon (13) saw, knowledge has been joined by power. Now we have to add wisdom and
this will probably be the most difficult task of all, if history is any indication. One start is to
recognize that science is now an integral part of our culture and that some small part of it
needs to be supported on that basis alone.
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4. RECENT DIRECTIONS AND DANGERS

In the United States, during the early part of this century, science funding largely came from
industry, primarily through support for large industrial research centres. During the
depression of the 1930's, both these institutions and governments began to do less
fundamental work, so that the proportion of fundamental work fell from about 16 percent of
that country's total research effort at the beginning of the decade to 10 percent by the end of
it. During World War II much of the public awareness of the source of technological growth
shifted to science and away from engineering and technology, probably because of the
well-publicized role of science in the creation of nuclear weapons. This set the stage so that
after the war the major role for science funding could be assumed by the Federal Government.
The "Science Policy" for the United States came from the arguments of Vannevar Bush, a
science advisor to President Roosevelt. He argued that science, and especially fundamental
science, was so essential, both for prosperity and for defence, that it should be funded
directly, with few questions asked. This policy was not put in place without opposition. A
heated debate took place between Bush and Senator Harley Kilgore, who favoured a policy of
more directed research, including the establishment of the administrative apparatus to carry it
out (33). However the debate was settled after Bush issued his persuasive book "Science,
The Endless Frontier"(18). Bush envisaged a National Science Foundation funded by the
federal government, but with control in the hands of the scientific and engineering
communities. Although the debate did continue, especially as Kilgore had more access to
President Truman than did Bush, most of the views of Bush held sway through the 1950's and
led to a great increase in the amount of fundamental research carried out in American
universities.

However well the Bush approach set the stage for the development of university based
fundamental research, problems arose later on, in the United States and elsewhere, from the
large expansion in the 1950's. These problems were perhaps inevitable in that the rate of
increase of science in the 1950's was not sustainable without having everyone a scientist or
engineer by now. Once the number of scientists had grown so that research began to demand
more than a very small portion of a nation's output, it became impossible to meet all requests
and specific policies had to be adopted by governments to determine what they should fund.
This exercise is generally known as "Science Policy", and all Western nations began to be
involved with it seriously in the 1960's. It is probably not useful to follow all the twists and
turns of American science policy through the past 30 years. However, it is necessary to note
that during this period Americans justified much of their fundamental research on
defence-related needs and, since these needs were somewhat fluid, the science policy of the
United States retained much of the Bush model during most of that time. These
defence-related needs have diminished greatly in the past few years with the collapse of the
Soviet Union and its dominant ideology as a credible counterpart to American power.

In a very real sense, American history, along with that of the entire Western world, is now at
a turning point. The Committee on Science, Engineering and Public Policy in their National
Science Foundation report "Science, Technology and the Federal Government" (25) has tried
to look at the implications for American science of this new environment and has concluded
that it is essential for the United States to be strong in all the major areas of science and that
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it should maintain a clear leadership in at least some of these major areas. President Clinton,
in two major reports, has noted (34,35) the need to maintain stable funding for fundamental
research, within a framework of clear priorities, to support university research, to maintain the
National Laboratories and to support work in space and on the environment. The first report
(34) points out some possible areas where this leadership should be pressed. The second
report (35) suggests five goals for American science, pledges to keep that country strong in
all areas of science and suggests that spending on research should rise to three percent of the
gross domestic product. The models for the operation of the research community used in this
report (35) are more those of a chaotic mixing of elements of fundamental, long-range applied
and short-range research, rather than the more linear models implied by the thinking of the
Vannevar Bush era. However, despite these pledges, there is considerable doubt that the
present scope of the American commitment to scientific research can be maintained, let alone
increased, in the absence of a need for defence-related work (36).

It should be noted that the present government of the United States is less inclined to leave
research policy wholly to market forces than was the previous government (37). It will never
be as interventionist as the Japanese in this regard, but there may be more movement in this
direction in science policy areas than has been seen for the past few years. There is a stress
in official statements that Americans will have to start to look on fundamental research as a
public investment, even though it may not be aimed at immediate practical applications.
However there will still be a stress on the need to achieve national goals, with the emphasis
on competition with Japan and other nations in the Far East (37).

Canada has followed a similar path to the United States, although modified along British and
Canadian lines, as the times required. It must be noted that we never had, prior to World
War II, the large percentage of fundamental research done in industrial laboratories that the
Americans did. The nature of our industries was such that they did relatively little research.
Here in Canada the instrument for carrying out scientific research between the wars became
the National Research Council (NRC), a government body set up apart from the normal
government departments for this purpose. Following World War II, Dr. E.W.R. Steacie,
President of NRC, became the Canadian national advocate for government funded, but
relatively unfettered, scientific research. However, in defence of Steacie, and despite later
criticisms of his policies, he never advocated that fundamental research should be more than
20 percent of the work done at the NRC.

Applied research was still meant to be NRC's main goal. Steacie's reputation for being
exclusively concerned with fundamental research arose from his advocacy of programs to
build up Canadian capabilities for research in general by strengthening university research, as
noted below (15,16) and from his considerable personable reputation as a first-rate physical
chemist. In Canada, defence was not seen as an overwhelming priority for our society and
problems with the Bush approach to science funding arose somewhat earlier than they did in
the United States. Initially, the most public manifestation of future problems arose in the late
1950's with the acrimonious debate between Steacie and Arnold Heeney over the relationship
between NRC and the Civil Service Commission (15). Generally, Steacie saw as his first task
in building up a Canadian research capability the training of personnel in basic science to
provide staff to build up science faculties in both the older Canadian universities and the
newer ones which were then emerging. From these universities he felt would then come, in
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due course, the trained staff needed for applied research. The needs of the universities were
successfully met during these years with NRC funding of scholarships and the providing of
funds for scientific research. Steacie also saw the need for enhancing industrial research in
Canada and the Industrial Research Assistance Program (IRAP), approved in November 1961,
was intended to do this on an equal footing with the programs promoting scientific research
in universities. Unfortunately, Steacie's premature death in August 1962 left the development
of this program in other hands.

The Glassco Report of 1963 (38), published less than a year after Steacie's death, criticized
NRC's industrial research promotion and recommended the strengthening of science in various
government departments and also increasing the power of Treasury Board over NRC. As
noted above, such arrangements had always been bitterly opposed by Steacie, who felt science
needed to be done free of the bureaucracy of the civil service. He never disputed the role of
Treasury Board in defining the amount of funding that should be committed to NRC, but
opposed any Treasury Board input into actually defining NRC's programs. The Glassco
Report also recommended the formation of a National Scientific Advisory Council, which in a
few years became the Science Council of Canada.

The next major development in the formation of Canadian science policy was a Senate
committee on science policy chaired by Senator Lamontagne (39). AECL played an
important role in having the committee set up, by way of the debate surrounding its proposal
to build a large facility, the Intense Neutron Generator (ING) at Chalk River (40,41). The
Science Council, as one of its first major tasks, had become involved in the ING debate and
had recommended that ING be built, although not at Chalk River and not necessarily in its
proposed form. However the Science Council could only recommend, and the project was
subsequently cancelled for financial reasons by the new Trudeau government in September
1968, along with the proposed Queen Elizabeth Telescope. The argument was then made in a
number of circles that a more effective science policy instrument was necessary. It was
especially argued that one was needed which had a wider mandate than the Science Council
and had some real funding accountability. As an aside, the parallel of the ING debate with
the KAON factory debate concluded in 1994 is quite remarkable. Both projects were similar
in size, allowing for inflation, and, after a long and public debate, were both cancelled by an
incoming Liberal government (40,41).

The Lamontagne Commission presented its findings in four volumes which appeared
throughout the 1970's and contained many recommendations (39). These reports really
opened up the science policy debate in Canada and received much public attention. They
recommended that NRC be restricted to basic science, but that NRC should do most of such
in-house government research. The reports led to the formation of the Ministry of State for
Science and Technology. They stressed the need for more applied work to be done in
industry and recommended ways of accomplishing this. In making these recommendations
the Commission made a number of statements which implied that NRC had been primarily
concerned only with fundamental research, whereas the reality was quite the opposite. This
impression probably arose from Steacie's personal reputation as a first rate scientist and from
the fact that the commission never did visit NRC, despite its physical presence in Ottawa
(15).
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It is not necessary to note all the twists and turns of science policy in Canada during the
1980's. However we should note that more recently, since 1987, the National Advisory Board
on Science and Technology (NABST) has played a large role in formulating Canadian science
policy. Its findings have appeared primarily in three reports:

Revitalizing Science and Technology in the Government of Canada: The Report or the
Committee on Federal Science and Technology Expenditures, published in 1990 and
commonly referred to as the Lortie report (42).

Innovation and National Prosperity: The Need for Canada to Change Course,
published in 1991. 'The central theme of this report is that satisfactory growth in
productivity in modern industrialized economies depends on continuous innovation
resulting primarily from the application of science-based technologies" (43).
Spending Smarter, published in 1993. This is largely an assessment of how
various government departments measure up to the major goals of science and
technology which are characterized by the NABST committee preparing the report
as Market-Driven Technology Development and Development of a
"Knowledge-Thirsty Society", roughly corresponding to the two major
justifications for science used here. They also considered two criteria which were
more minor in their eyes, Competitiveness and Sustainable Development. The
committee was looking for some explicit rationale for the relative amount of
scientific and technological research carried out by different departments, but, of
course, could not find one (4).

In 1994 and 1995 the Federal government conducted an extensive collaborative review of
Science and Technology issues. Local consultations, followed by regional conferences and a
national conference, constituted the public participation in this process which concluded in
October 1994. Input also came from an internal review of federal government departments
that conduct research and from an independent assessment by NABST.

All this activity points out that the proper role for university research and governmental
research, including the role of NRC, IRAP and, the university funding derivative of NRC, the
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) has not yet been
definitely determined and probably never will be. Looking back, it is easy to see that one of
the goals of NRC, to establish in Canadian universities the capability to provide scientifically
qualified personnel, was achieved fairly early. This removed one of the barriers to
technological growth that had been thought throughout the first half of this century to limit
the growth of the Canadian economy. However, removing this particular barrier was
obviously not sufficient to ensure technological growth. Clearly more was needed than
simply to ensure a supply of technically trained people. Mechanisms to use them effectively
were also needed. Although there have been significant technological advances in Canada,
including our own CANDU reactor system, Canadian research is still characterized by having
little effort from industry, despite the hopes of an earlier era. This is probably due, as it
always has been, to the branch plant nature of much of the economy and also to the
resource-based nature of much of it. On the other hand, events have conspired so as to
encourage the universities to adopt a more entrepreneurial role, as shown by recent changes to
the NSERC mission statement (44) and in various other statements, including the
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recommendations of the recent report of Manitoba's University Education Review
Commission (45). There are certainly merits in forging strong links between universities and
the communities that they serve. However this process can only go so far. The process of
forging links should not imply abandoning the university's traditional role in society, since
those functions must be carried out well. Universities are primarily centres for teaching and
for the carrying out of scholarly activities, including scientific and engineering research.
Despite recent attempts to force them into a business-related role, this is clearly not the role
that they are really designed to play in our society. Some involvement in entrepreneurial
matters is inevitable and desirable for the universities, particularly where they interact more
directly with the economy thorough agricultural, engineering and medical faculties.
Nevertheless, the chief purpose of university-based research is the provision of the
fundamental knowledge that goes to underpin the technological developments that contribute
to wealth creation. The primary roles of universities do not include being the users of that
knowledge. Recent events at Concordia University have highlighted the all-too-common
problems that can arise when university staff become too enmeshed in the business world and
its ethos, which do not necessarily fit well with those of academia (46,47).

As Christine King has noted, with respect to the NRC in 1960 (15):

"The separation between science and the state has been recognized since the earliest of
times. When united by mutual need, acceptance and trust, or during threats of war, the
situation rests; in times of instability the thin veils of understanding are found to be
inadequate and uneasiness pervades".

Our own decade can certainly qualify as a time of instability and uneasiness, with its
questioning of all commitments of effort to other than the needs of the moment. In such a
climate, the national and international will to commit resources to activities which are
necessary for the future economic and intellectual development of our society, but for which
the specifics of how the developments will occur are largely unknown and unpredictable, is
clearly lacking.

On the cultural side, even more severe problems have arisen and it is impossible to deal with
these adequately, since they involve all the deeper problems that characterize Western society
at the end of this century. We have seen a marked turn away from rational thought in the
last third of this century, as the popularity of the horoscope columns in the newspapers or the
advocacy of "alternative medicine" will attest. As formal classical religions have lost much
of their ability to appeal to the majority of the population, religious fundamentalism and
superstition are taking their place. Even universities (48) have seen the rise of two cultures
within the same institution, one culture being the traditional university culture dedicated to
teaching and for doing research which is valuable, both for its own sake and for its
applications. In this model, the university attempts to be apolitical. The other culture seems
dedicated to the idea that all thought is political in nature and thus it attempts to ensure that
the university promotes "beneficial" rather than "repressive" thought. Some years ago strong
objections were taken to what was denigrated as "linear thinking", which, on reflection, seems
to be another term for clear logical thought. On the other hand (19), a case can be made that
Western rationalism has led to a situation where bureaucratic methods exist to satisfy their
own internal logic, divorced from the original purposes of these organizations. The retreat
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from rationalism in current society has been appropriately labelled "postmodernism" in some
quarters (48) and it hints of a society returning to a state where ignorance and superstition are
rampant (49).

5. CONCLUSIONS

This essay makes the point fairly clearly that scientific, as distinct from technological,
research has been a fundamental factor in the processes for technological change during the
last 150 years, and that this technological change, itself, is an essential component of the
wealth creation process which has been going on in the West for the past 500 years. If this
wealth creation process is to recover from the setbacks of the last two decades and regain
something like its historical momentum, then support of fundamental science, in an amount of
about a tenth of the total research effort of society, is an absolute necessity. However, it is
universally acknowledged that many of the benefits of this type of research may not accrue to
the funders of any particular project. Nevertheless if national governments contribute to the
fund of knowledge in approximately this ratio, then they will have access to a good base for
their pre-competitive and competitive applied research. Since most of this type of research is
concentrated in universities, the research also serves as a vehicle for training the scientists and
engineers needed for more applied research. The cultural situation for science at the end of
the 20th century is mirrored by that of many aspects of our society. In most areas of
endeavour there has been a real loss of direction in second half of this century. Science and
religion are but two aspects of Western life where true momentum seems to have been lost,
compared with the vital, if naive, optimism of a century ago. Indeed, within Western culture
generally there is a need to attain some sort of synthesis of our knowledge and practice.
There has been no real harmonization within Western culture since the 12th century, when it
was still possible to include the arts, sciences and religion in one unified world view. Until
this need is addressed, if it ever can be, Western culture is bound to remain somewhat
schizophrenic. The place of science and technology in our culture, and especially the way it
can be harmonized with our religious and philosophical thought, will continue to be one of
the most serious issues to be addressed in the 21st century (2,32), if Western culture is to
continue to thrive. Some idea of how this process can be attempted is given by Hubert
Reeves (32).
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